
Phonics Evening for 
EYFS and KS1 Parents 
Tuesday 8th October



What is phonics?

Phonics is a method of learning to read words by focusing on 
the sounds in the words. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=42jb6PopZCI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=42jb6PopZCI


Jargon Buster
Phonemes

The smallest unit of sounds in a word represented by letters or groups of letters.

Grapheme

A grapheme is a letter or a number of letters that represent a sound (phoneme) in a word. 

Decoding
To read a word by saying the sounds, then joining those sounds together to form the word.

Blending
To say the individual sounds that make up a word and blend them together to hear the whole 
word for reading, e.g. s-a-t becomes sat. 

Segmenting
To write or spell a word by listening for the sounds in the word and deciding which letters 
represent those sounds. 



English alphabetic code

*One of the most complex alphabetic codes in the world

*44 sounds

*Over 150+ graphemes



What is synthetic phonics?

When your child is learning to read there are two crucial things 
to learn:

-the sounds represented by written letters

-how to blend the sounds together to make words.



Let’s pretend 







Lesson example



Pure sounds

E.g ‘sh’ not ‘shuh’

Long vowel sounds

Not s-a-y, s – ay, r-i-g-h-t, r-igh-t



Phonics teaching at Phil and Jim

• Read Write Inc Phonics

1. Small group of pupils taught. 

2. Learn to blend sounds to read words with these sounds.

3. More sounds taught.

4. Learn to blend these too.

5. Later alternative ways for familiar sounds 

e.g. ay   a-e    ai

Phonics Groups

*Fred Talk

*Counting sounds in words – said, not written

*Reading words with sound buttons

*Reading words without sound buttons

*Writing words by counting sounds





Phonics Screening Check

*End of Year 1

*40 real and pseudo words 

*1:1 with familiar teacher



Common exception words/ key words

e.g. was, said, were

would, because, busy



Ways to help at home

*Environmental sounds

*Saying sounds correctly – pure sounds

*Linking sounds to letters 

*I spy

*Counting sounds in words

*Robot talk/ Fred Talk

*Reading – rhymes; sharing books and sharing the reading



Example of a reading book



https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/advice-
for-parents/reading-at-home/phonics-made-easy/

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/advice-for-parents/reading-at-home/phonics-made-easy/


http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/parents/

http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/parents/


Time for any questions


